
Planning Questionnaire 1993 Ethical Humanist Society of Chicago
In order to best achieve the purposes of this society, as expressed by the members, the Long Range

Planning (LRP) Committee asks that you take thoughtfully complete this questionnaire. If you are 
Scheduled for an Envisioning Meeting during May, please bring your completed questionnaire to that 
meeting; otherwise mail it to the LRP Committee Chairperson, Milt Zerkin (3004 Birchwood, Chicago 
60645) before May 25.

Please answer as well as you are able to, remembering that no member knows everything about the Society. Answer for your 
own  feelings and reactions, not what you think others want or need from the Society: they will be speaking for themselves. 
Simple, short answers that highlight your priorities will be the most helpful

Note that we do not ask  that you sign the questionnaire. The LRP Committee will compile the results and report them to the 
membership.

Individual Information:
Are you a member of the Society? ___ For how long? _________________
How long were you (have you been) involved in the Society prior to joining? _____________

Within the past five years, have you served on the Board of the Society?___ As a committee chair?___ As an active 
committee member or as a Sunday School teacher?___

On the average, how often do you attend Sunday Platforms?
___,four times a month or more, with rare exceptions     ___three times a month
___twice a month               ___once a month (eight to fifteen times a year)
___four to seven times a year     ___one to three times a year
___I don't attend on Sundays

Which of the following phrases most closely describe what you are. looking for at this point in your life?
(Check up to 4 that are most important to you.) ___enhance personal 

autonomy and independence ___find a sense of place, a role, a niche in social or 
physical "home" ___define authentic values
___commit to hopes and dreams for a better world ___be part of 
a community with a continuity, a history ___make my life matter 
more, find signif icance ___make changes in my life
___strengthen personal identity, my sense of who I am ___shape or find my life's 
purpose ___build a more stable and reliable future ___cultivate ability and authority to 
shape my own life and destiny ___find a sense of belonging - an "extended family" 
___act on my hopes and longings for the present and immediate future ___cultivate 
integrity, build the consistency of my own character ___build mutual relationships to 
both give and receive sharing and caring __understand life and the world

1. How well do we currently connect, person-to-person, with 

a. members of the Society: 

b. first-time visitors 

c. other visitors, friends of the Society:

d.    members who are homebound, in the hospital, in nursing homes, or who have emergencies



What do you see as the 3 major purposes for 
the existence of Ethical Humanist Society of 
Chicago?  
a.

What do you see as our strengths in
fulfilling each of these three 
purposes?
a.

How do you think we can improve 
in fulfilling each of these 
purposes?
a.

b. b. b.

c. c. c.

3.     Is our Sunday morning Platform program generally inspirational, dynamic, warm, and uniting? What are the current 
strengths of our Platform programs?

What would you like to see improved? What would you like more of, less of, etc.?

Do you feel that the room we use for Sunday Platform is __uncomfortably crowded 
__comfortably filled __uncomfortably empty Do you feel that the space we use for coffee 
time and/or potlucks after Platforms is __uncomfortably crowded __comfortably filled 
__uncomfortably empty

Do you feel that our after-Platform coffee time and potluck luncheons enhance the Sunday programs? What are 
the strengths of these times?

What would you like to see improved?

4.     What small groups (formal or informal) within the Society have you found where you feel you could or do belong, where 
you could or do find other people with whom to share interests and concerns and friendship?

If none, what kind of small group would you be most likely to become part of?



5.     What do you see as the leadership strengths of the Society's Board members, committee chairs and members, 
and informal leadership?

Suggestions for improvement:

What do you see as the strengths of the Society's part-time professional Leader?

Suggestions for improvement (including changes in priorities):

Under what conditions would you be willing to contribute more time, effort and skills to the Society? (Have you 
been asked? Have you volunteered?)

How accessible (people -to-people) are our Society's leaders and our part-time professional Leader? What 
suggestions do you have for improvement?

6.     How do you rate the decisions of the Society? (Do you feel that you are able to have an impact on
decisions of the Society?      Do you feel that decisions made by Society leaders are wise and thoughtful?)

How do you assess the current organizational structure of the Society? Is it able to implement the priorities and 
purposes of the whole membership? What suggestions do you offer?

7.     What programs of the Society (other than the Sunday Platform programs) do you see as most valuable and successful?

What programs would you like to see strengthened? Improved? Added?

What are the current strengths of our Sunday School program? What would you like to see changed, 
strengthened, or added to improve the Sunday School?

8.     How do you rate our current location (the Levy Center) for Sunday activities? Consider such factors as
accessibility, ability to achieve our purposes, warmth and welcoming atmosphere, visibility, condition, size  and capacity, and any 
other factors that are important to you.

If we were to choose another location for Sunday programs, what are the essential considerations?



How do you rate our current location(s) for weekday activities (adult education activities, informal group meetings, 
Board and committee meetings, meeting with the Leader, etc.)? (We have met, in the past year, in members' 
homes, at the Loyola Park Fieldhouse, at SPACE in Rogers Park, and our Leader does counselling and office 
work out of her home.)

When we choose locations for weekday activities, what considerations affect your participation?

How would you rate our current parking, land, and landscaping (Levy Center)? Are they adequate for current needs 
and future growth? Do they help with a first impression of warmth and welcome? In choosing a location, what should 
we consider?

9.     How visible is our Society? Consider current location(s), space and facilities, as well as the community grapevine 
and the community media.

What specific actions could you take to improve our visibility? What could the Society do?

10.    Do you believe our Society has an adequate financial foundation? (For example Is our giving rate
adequate to fulfill our purposes? Are our long-term funds being used appropriately for investment in growth of the Society? Is 
our lack of indebtedness a strength?)

Do you feel that you are adequately informed about where the Society's money comes from and what the Society 
spends its money for? What questions do you have?

Under what conditions would you (or your family, as a pledging unit) consider a significant increase in your annual 
pledge to the Society? (Note that this is a confidential survey, unless you choose to sign your name.)

Under what conditions would you or your family consider a substantial one-time gift to the society?

.

Thank you for your time and thoughtfulness! Together, we can build an Ethical Humanist Society in Chicago to better meet our 
own needs and the needs of the wider community.


